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Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, HCMUT, VNU – Ho Chi Minh
City pilot CDIO approach for manufacturing engineering program
from 2010. Then faculty was developing project and has
implemented two and half years and conducted some subjects in
the active learning methods, experiential learning methods,
integrated learning across design-implement experiences.

Introduction

The CDIO Syllabus with design-Implement experiences are done
via 04 student projects of the program: Introduction to
Engineering project, Machine design project, Manufacturing
engineering project and Capstone project. This paper
introduced the teaching and learning of Machine design (MD)
course and Machine design project (MDP) to achieve the
intended learning outcomes.



Semester
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Introduction

Curriculum structure of Manufacturing Engineering Program is shown in
table. All knowledge, skills are arranged in order of proficiency, from low
to high, from basic (with Introduction to Engineering) to advanced (with
Capstone project)

Mathematics and Natural Science Internship

Social science and Humanities…

Engineering Fundamental and Manufacturing Knowledge

Introduction to 
Engineering (C,D,I,O)

Machine design project
(C,D,I,O)

Manufacturing 
Engineering 

project
(D, O)

Capstone 
project  

(C,D,I.O)



MD and MDP are important engineering knowledge for mechanical
engineers:
- All the mathematics, natural science
- Fundamentals engineering knowledge
- All of engineering and CDIO skills

Introduction



Fluid mechanics

Machine 
design

Thermodynamics

Tribology

Probability and statistics

Machine Manufacturing 

Introduction

Concept for curricular structure

design
project

Manufacturing 
engineering
Materials

Engineering mechanics

Mechanics of materials
Mechanical 

drawing
Kinematics and 
dynamics of machines 
Engineering design

Engineering drawing

CAD, CAE

Linked or 
merged 
structures



KSA CDIO Syllabus Description

Mathematics and
Natural science

1.1 Knowledge of
underlying science
1.4 Other supportive
knowledge

A good student has in depth training in the natural
science knowledge in which they are doing designing.
All types of designs involve lots of mathematical
calculations and iterations. A good student should have
the knowledge of all the basics and advanced
mathematical concepts so that they can be applied

Introduction

Relationship between knowlege, skills MD and MDP with CDIO syllabus

mathematical concepts so that they can be applied
fruitfully and effectively wherever required.

Engineering
knowledge and
analysis

1.2
Core Engineering

Fundamentals

Engineering analysis is the ability of the student to
analyze the given component, system or the process
using engineering and scientific principles. Student has
an ability to use techniques, skills and modern
engineering tools, such as CAD/CAE software,
necessary for modern engineering practice.

Identify the
problem

2.1 Engineering 
reasoning
Problem Identification 

and formulation 
Modelling

Preparing a complete list of the requirements of the
product: outer, capacity of machine, service life, cost
and reliability. Make the written statement of what
exactly is the problem for which the machine design
has to be done.



Creative thinking,
Decision making and
Time Management

2.4 Personal skills
Creative thinking 

Critical thinking 

Curiosity and 

lifelong learning 

Time and resource 

Without creative thinking skill the student
cannot start the process of machine design. A
good student should have creative thinking
skill, which is the ability to think of or discover
valuable and useful ideas or concepts for the
things or processes to achieve the given

Introduction

Time and resource 

management

things or processes to achieve the given
objectives.

In some certain cases that a number of
uncertain situations arrive during designing, the
student should be able to take the decision with
balanced mind considering all the relevant
factors involved. If the person doesn’t maintain
the balance of mind and doesn’t consider all
the relevant factors there are greater chances
of taking the wrong decision



Teamwork 3.1 Teamwork 
Forming effective 

teams

Team operation

Team growth and 

evolution

Two key themes of the engineering design process
are teamwork and design. Since students are
working in small groups, encourage them to think
about the steps of the engineering design process.
How will they work well together, listening to and
respecting all ideas in the brainstorming session,

Introduction

evolution respecting all ideas in the brainstorming session,
reserving any judgment until a decision is made?
Even then, make the decision-making process as
democratic as possible, with all opinions being heard.
Once a teamwork base is established, build upon
that with a creative design. If a team of students is
excited about their idea, they can come up with some
fun methods for improving or extending the original
idea. Reinforce with them that the end goal is a final
design solution that is a seamless blend of creativity
and utility.



Communication
skills

3.2 Communications 
Written 

communication 

Electronic/multimedia 

communication

Skill is the ability of a design student to express
oneself clearly and persuasively orally, graphically
as well as in writing. Apart from this there are many
other skills desired from a good students, these are:
skill in design, good judgment, simulation skill,

Introduction

communication

Graphical 

communication 

Oral presentation and 

inter-personal

communications

skill in design, good judgment, simulation skill,
measurement skill, thought skill, team work, ability
to make conclusion etc. Apply thinking skills and
communicating through drawing and sketching



Design process
and
multidisciplinary
ability

4.4 Designing 
The design process 

The design process 

phasing and 

approaches 

Utilization of 

knowledge in design 

Disciplinary design 

Multidisciplinary 

design multi-objective 

Students should understand and be able to apply the
engineering design process, the design process
phasing and approaches: a series of steps that the
students use to guide them as they solve problems.
A good student is the one who has the ability to solve
the problems not only those related to his/her
specialty, but also have the ability to competently and
confidently deal the basic problems or ideas from
other disciplines which are in some or the other
manner linked to the machine they are designing.

Introduction

design multi-objective 

design (dfx)

manner linked to the machine they are designing.

Manufacturing
processes

4.5 Implementing 
Designing the 

Implementation 

process

Manufacturing process

The manufacturing of 

parts

The assembly of parts 

into larger constructs

The student should have the knowledge of the
manufacturing process like cutting, drilling, milling,
welding… and the knowledge of all the machines.
They should also have the knowledge of potential and
limitations of all the machines and manufacturing
processes which may be old or new.



Selection and application of the student assessment methods are
based on the following principles [8]:
1) Assessment requires attention to outcomes and to the

experiences that lead to those outcomes;
2) Different types of learning objectives require different methods of

assessment;

ILO and Assessment methods

assessment;
3) Teaching and assessment are intertwined;
4) Any assessment is only a sample;
5) Assessment works best when it is regular and ongoing, and not

just a final measure;
6) There are trade-offs between authenticity and efficiency



Assessment methods Taxonomic levels

1 2 3 4 5 6

Written tests

Multiple choise

Short answer

Final exam

Exercises

ILO and Assessment methods

1. Remembering; 2. Understanding; 3. Applying; 4. Analysing; 5. Evaluating; 6. Creating

Exercises

Homework

Guided exercise

Oral texts

Assignments

Presentation

Case study

Project



LO Learning Outcomes
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LO1 Have ability to apply
mathematics, natural science
and fundamental engineering
knowledge to perform load
analyses on machine element

���� ���� ���� ���� ���� 1.1, 1.2, 
1.3,
2.1

ILO and Assessment methods

analyses on machine element
parts and assemblies, stress and
strain analyses on machine
elements and determine element
deflections and stability.

LO2 Utilize standard failure theories
and fatigue analysis to develop
safety factors, failures and
reliability for machine elements.

���� ���� ���� 1.2, 1.3, 
2.1

LO3 Select materials for particular
machine elements and machine
element assemblies.

���� ���� 1.2, 
2.1



LO4 Design and analysis of machine
elements, machine element
assemblies and power
transmission system. Select
standard machine elements.

���� ���� ���� ���� ���� 1.2, 
2.1, 2.3, 

3.2,
4.3, 4.4

LO5 An ability to use techniques, ���� ���� 1.4

ILO and Assessment methods

LO5 An ability to use techniques,
skills and modern engineering
tools, as computer software,
necessary for modern
engineering practice

���� ���� 1.4
2.1, 4.1, 

4.4

LO6 Students will demonstrate the
ability to seek and learn new
material outside the class...
Using handbooks, standards
such as TCVN*, ISO…

���� ���� ���� ���� ���� 2.2, 2.4,
2.5



LO7 Knowledge of contemporary
issues: updating knowledge via
the latest versions of software
and standards

���� ���� 1.4
2.4, 2.5

LO8 Work effectively as part of a ���� ���� ���� 3.1, 3.2

ILO and Assessment methods

LO8 Work effectively as part of a
design team.

���� ���� ���� 3.1, 3.2

LO9 Have the good communication
skills: orally, graphically as well
as in writing.

���� ����



Applying a variety of teaching methods in the subject. However, use of
blended learning: 3D modelling and dynamic simulation of the
transmission systems and machine parts for the teaching of subjects,
these images as a virtual laboratory for students

Teaching and learning activities



Teaching and learning activities

E-learning system, communication with professor and others students
on forum becomes very helpful for active learning: encourage student
to study more actively, more interested. It provides information about
design simulation, video of manufacturing process and etc



Teaching and learning activities



Relation MDP with CDIO Standards

Standard 5 – Design - Implement Experiences
Standard 6 - Engineering  Workspaces

Machine design project 

Standard 6 - Engineering  Workspaces
Standard 7 - Integrated Learning Experiences 
Standard 8 - Active Learning
Standard 11 - Learning Assessment 

And all engineering skills



Levels of MDP 

1. Elementary projects: mainly offered in the first-year study,
(Introduction to Engineering)

2. Intermediate projects: mainly available in the second-year and the
first semester of the third-year study, intermediate projects shall be
relatively real. The main purpose of intermediate projects lies in
integrating disciplinary knowledge learned with corresponding ability

Machine design project 

integrating disciplinary knowledge learned with corresponding ability
training. There are two approaches to realize the synergic integration
of multiple disciplines and abilities. One approach is project design
based on two practical courses. The other approach is integration of
one practical course and theoretical course to make intermediate
projects relatively complex.

3. Advanced projects: Last year (Castone project)

For machine design project:  34 students with 8 projects , 4 - 5 
students per project.



Increasing Complexity
MDP

Activity I-O D-I-O C-D-I-O

Structure Structured Unstructured

Machine design project 

Structure Structured Unstructured

Solution Known Unknown

Team Individual Small Team Large Team

Duration Days Weeks Months



Weeks 1, 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Stud.

C

Forming teams A,B,
C

Problem identification and
formulation modelling

Team

Technical requirements of
machine

A,D

Decision making of kinematic Team

Machine design project - Gantt chart 

D

Decision making of kinematic
diagramm of machine

Team

Layout configuration Team
Design, select and sketch
machine parts and machine

Team

3D Modelling and 2D drawing of
machine

Team

Dymamic and Analysis simulation Team

I
Build of machine Team

O
Operate
Documentations and presentation

Team



Conceive

Machine design projects

C

Forming teams 

Problem identification and
formulation modelling
Technical requirements of

Identify the problem: 
Literature review for 
machine (bucket conveyor) 
via Internet, books, tutorial 
documents…

machine



Selection of transmission system: analysis 
and select the best schematic diagram 

Design
Machine design projects

Decision making of
kinematic
diagramm of
machine
Layout
configuration

D
configuration
Design, select and
sketch machine
parts and machine
3D Modelling and
2D drawing of
machine
Dymamic and
Analysis simulation



Calculate and design of structure of machine. Using CAD sofware to 
design mechanical parts, 2D drawing, sketching… 

Design
Machine design projects

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

23

22

21

±

A

  Then b?ng 1

B?ng d?c tính :

Yêu c?u k? thu?t
- Son các b? m?t không gia công

- Bên ngoài son xanh, bên trong son d?
- Ch?y rà trong th? i gian 2 gi?

- Ki?m tra ti?p xúc

- Theo chi?u cao không nh? hon 40%

- Theo chi?u r?ng không nh? hon 50%

- D?u bôi tron

- M?c d?u bôi tron ? gi?a m?c cao và th?p

P. T?n Tùng

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

  Ph?t trên tr?c bánh vít

  T?m d?m bánh vít

  Vòng cao su

  N?p ? bánh vít

  Moayer bánh vít

  Bánh vít

  Then b?ng

  Tr?c bánh vít

  ?  bi d? ch?n

  V? h?p gi?m t?c

  L? tháo d?u

  Ph?t trên tr?c tr?c vít

  Tr?c vít

  Then b?ng

  ?  dua côn

  Vít l?c giác chìm

  N?p ? tr?c vít s? 1

  Vít l?c giác chìm

  L? thêm d?u

  Nap ? tr?c vít s? 2

  Vít l?c giác chìm

  M?t tham d?u

  T?m d?m tr?c vít

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

13

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

4

1

4

1

1

4

1

1

2:1

A

A

cao

th?p

MU-TD-000

MU-TD-001

MU-TD-002

MU-TD-003

MU-TD-004

MU-TD-005

MU-TD-006

MU-TD-007

MU-TD-008

MU-TD-009

MU-TD-010

MU-TD-011

MU-TD-012

MU-TD-013

MU-TD-014

51707.52Mômen xo?n T, Nmm

Tr?c
Thông s?

Ð?ng co I II

Công su?t P, W

T? s? truy?n u

S? vòng quay n, vg/ph

150 148.5 110.26 101.52

1 40 2

1500 1500 37.5 18.75

945.45 28079.55

Công tác

955

  C45

  C45

  C45

  C45

  40Cr

 BrAlFe9-4

  GX 15-32

H? th?ng d?n d?ng máy u?n

H? P GI?M T? C
TR?C VÍT

Ch?c nang

Thi?t k?

H? và tên

Nhóm 1

Ch? ký Ngày

H. d?n

S? lu?ng Kh?i lu?ng T? l?

T?  : 1 S? t?  : 1

Ð?i h?c Bách Khoa
Khoa Co khí

V? trí Ký hi?u Tên g?i S? lu?ng V?t li?u Ghi chú

12

24

1

1



Design activities with teamwork: 
sketching, brainstoming. CAD 
drawing…

Design
Machine design projects



Modelling of parts and transmission system

Design

Machine design projects



Modelling and Simulation of machine

Design

Machine design projects

Plate bending machine with 3 
drive rollers

Bucket conveyor 



Implement

Implement 
activities

I Build of machine

Machine design projects



Implement
Machine design projects



Operate
Machine design projects

Operate machine



Results of student assessment

The distribution of grade of 
student in different type of test

Comparison the average grade of 
students in seminar report with 
different evaluator



LO Learning outcomes

Levels of proficiency
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Results of student assessment

To assess levels of proficiency in the learning outcomes we surveyed
students by rubrics and statistical results before (table), middle and after
MDP.
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LO1 Have ability to apply mathematics, natural
science and fundamentals engineering
knowledge to perform load analyses on
machine elements and assemblies, stress and
strain analyses on machine elements and
determine element deflections and stability.

7
22%

23
72%

2
6%

LO2 Utilize standard failure theories and fatigue
analysis to develop safety factors, failures and
reliability for machine elements.

8
25%

20
62,5%

4
12,5%

LO3 Select materials for particular machine
elements and machine element assemblies.

14
44%

11
34%

7
22%



LO4 Design and analysis of machine elements,
machine element assemblies and power
transmission system. Select standard
elements, select standard machine elements.

4
12,5%

20
62,5%

8
25%

LO5 An ability to use techniques, skills and modern
engineering tools, as computer software,
necessary for modern engineering practice

4
12,5%

11
34%

14
44%

3
9,5%

L06 Students will demonstrate the ability to seek 9 19 4

Results of student assessment

L06 Students will demonstrate the ability to seek
and learn new material outside the class...
Using handbooks, standards such as TCVN,
ISO…

9
28%

19
59,5%

4
12,5%

LO7 Knowledge of contemporary issues: updating
knowledge via the latest versions of software
and standards

1
3%

9
28%

18
56,5%

4
12,5%

LO8 Work effectively as part of a design team. 2
6%

19
59,5%

11
34%

LO9 Have the good communication skills: orally,
graphically as well as in writing



Results of student assessment

Levels of proficiency before, middle and after MDP



- Evaluation Tool for Written Design Reports with criteria and 
standards
- Evaluation Tool for Design Presentations with criteria and standards
- Peer reviews
- Teamwork Rubric

Results of student assessment

- Teamwork Rubric

Grade for Machine design project: 
18 Students with 09/10 grade, Exellent
16 Students with 8,5/10 grade, Very good



After MD and MDP, students:
- Find that learning is more interesting and engaging and that

they develop a greater understanding of mathematics, natural
science and engineering fundamentals.

- Through assessment activities, students are able to monitor

Conclusion

- Through assessment activities, students are able to monitor
their own learning, assess their progress, and evaluate their
own to the success of the projects.

- Moreover, students see the connections between the subject
and industry.



- The MD and MDP have been redesigned for the contents and
teaching methods to provide students the essential engineering
knowledge and skills that employers required.

- The applications of active learning methods, experiential
learning methods, integrated learning across design-implement

Conclusion

experiences and variety of assessment methods have
brought the excitement for learning to ensure the intended
learning outcomes.

- Via considering the result of outcome assessment, the
contents and learning outcomes should be adjusted as
following:



1) Correct the learning outcome LO1: Have ability to apply
mathematics, natural science and fundamentals engineering
knowledge to perform load analyses on machine parts and
assemblies, stress and strain analyses on machine elements
and determine element deflections and stability.

Conclusion

2) Add a skill into learning outcome LO9: Have ability to write and 
present the report.

3) Need to add the knowledge and skill to accomplish the learning
outcome LO2, LO3 and LO5.



Thank youThank you

for your attention!


